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HETEROGENEITY AND UNCERTAINTY IN ISOTOPE-BASED
ESTIMATES OF PLANT WATER UPTAKE

It’s a Messy World!
Achieving a holistic understanding of water sources used by plants is of great importance
for water resources management in vegetated ecosystems under changing climatic conditions.
Reliable estimates of the proportions of water taken up by plants are crucial both in small-
and in large-scale studies. The former are typically investigations carried out on individual
trees to assess the ecohydrological (defined here as the bilateral relation between water and the
vegetation compartment of ecosystems) and physiological response of vegetation to environmental
stressors; studies at larger scales focus, for instance, on catchment- or forest-centered analysis of
evapotranspiration and/or surface and subsurface water fluxes movements.

Since many decades, stable isotopes of hydrogen and oxygen (2H and 18O) in the water molecule
have proved valuable tools to quantify root water uptake and to assess transport processes and
ecohydrological dynamics in forested catchments (recent examples: Allen et al., 2019; Evaristo et al.,
2019; Knighton et al., 2020; Juhlke et al., 2021), and in agroforestry and agricultural ecosystems
(Huo et al., 2020; Muñoz-Villers et al., 2020; Penna et al., 2020 and references therein). Despite
the noteworthy advancements that the isotope technique added to the field of ecohydrology, recent
research has questioned the reliability of many isotope-based plant water sourcing studies due to
the discovery of several effects that prevent a robust quantification of the fractional contributions
of different water sources to plant transpiration. In some cases, these effects can lead to biases and
possibly incorrect interpretation of the results even at small scales. Some of these issues have been
discussed in recent works (Penna et al., 2018; Barbeta et al., 2019, 2020; Beyer et al., 2020; Sprenger
and Allen, 2020; Von Freyberg et al., 2020) but in this opinion paper we aim at summarizing them
in a comprehensive way and stimulating community efforts to address uncertainty in isotope-base
studies of vegetation water sources and uncertainty propagation across spatial scales.

In essence, the world is intrinsically enormously heterogeneous (Pfister and Kirchner, 2017;
Oerter and Bowen, 2019; Penna and van Meerveld, 2019), and heterogeneity is responsible for the
spatio-temporal variability of hydrological and ecohydrological states as well as scale-dependent
flow and transport properties (Troch et al., 2009). For ecohydrological systems, we distinguish here
between structural heterogeneity (physical structure of soils and plants) and process heterogeneity
(physical and physiological processes in soils and plants).

We focus on three main aspects: (i) difficulties in addressing and capturing the (isotopic)
heterogeneity of ecohydrological systems; (ii) physical and physiological effects that can alter the
isotopic composition of soil and plant xylem water; and (iii) technical aspects for extracting water
samples from soils and plants, and laboratory analysis for isotopic composition.
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As for point (i) on difficulties in characterizing the
isotopic heterogeneity of ecohydrological systems, different, well-
established (see the review by Rothfuss and Javaux, 2017)
or recently investigated (e.g., Amin et al., 2020) isotope-
based methods can be applied to estimate the proportions of
root water uptake by plants. The latest generation of mixing
models is capable of including heterogeneity into the computed
proportions of water sources (Parnell et al., 2010). However, this
estimation is typically based on replicate samples (e.g., of one soil
core or xylem samples from the same plant), not including the
real spatial or temporal heterogeneity. Most of these methods–
if not all–rely on homogeneity assumptions, i.e., a relative lack
of variability (especially in space) of the isotopic composition of
end-members (e.g., soil water, groundwater, rain water) and/or
lack of distinct characteristics of structures and processes of soils
and plants. Typically, root water uptake is treated conceptually
as a function of soil depth; i.e., a vertically stacked system
where lateral heterogeneity (in flow paths, water content, and
isotope composition) is often neglected (Oerter et al., 2019). The
ecohydrological community now knows that this view does not
represent the reality in many cases. But how can researchers
objectively define relevant end-members when moving into 3D
space (e.g., vertical vs. horizontal discretization, maximum soil
depth, morphology, pore sizes)?

In addition to this challenge, another critical point is that
the isotopic characterization of the deeper soil (e.g., below 1m)
is often insufficient. All soil properties and the water isotopic
composition below the maximum sampling depth are often
lumped under the “deep soil” and/or “groundwater” concept,
using the respective isotope value of the deepest layer sampled,
or of groundwater. Consequently, the true maximum uptake
depth cannot be inferred, leading to an additional source of
uncertainty. This problem could be faced and mitigated knowing
the maximum rooting depth of a given plant, as this would
provide hints on how deep it might be necessary to sample.
Unfortunately, this is almost never the case and studies using
such assumptions might be biased as well.

As for point (ii) on physical and physiological effects that
can modify the isotopic composition of water in soil and
plant water, several of these effects were recently described and
often associated with soil and plant heterogeneity. Consequently,
the two issues on isotopic heterogeneity characterization and
alteration effects [points (i) and (ii) reported above] can be
merged. As a result, we can define two main groups of effects that
combine with each other and generate uncertainty in isotope-
based estimates of water sources for vegetation root water
uptake: (1) natural and (2) artificial effects (Figure 1), where
natural effects include both the heterogeneity associated with
the physical, chemical, and biochemical structure of soils and
plants, and the heterogeneity associated with the physical and
physiological processes in plants and soils. Without any claim of
completeness, we list the main following effects for each group
(Figure 1):

(1) Natural effects (NAT in Figure 1) include all elements
related to structural and process heterogeneity of ecohydrological
systems, as follows:

a) Spatial and seasonal variability in the isotopic composition of
precipitation; amount effect; recycling during thunderstorms
(e.g., Araguás-Araguás et al., 2000; Sánchez-Murillo et al.,
2019).

b) Processes related to the alteration of the precipitation isotopic
signal due to the effect of canopy and understory interception
and redistribution (Allen et al., 2014, 2015, 2017; Dubbert
et al., 2014; Stockinger et al., 2017).

c) Lag time from water input (precipitation and/or irrigation)
to output, i.e., water traveling from precipitation and/or
irrigation via soils to roots to stems to twigs to leaves (Cermak
et al., 2007; Brinkmann et al., 2018; Von Freyberg et al., 2020).

d) Possible fractionation during root water uptake (e.g., Vargas
et al., 2017; Poca et al., 2019; Barbeta et al., 2020) and
post-uptake processes in the plant such as: fractionation for
sections close to the leaf–atmosphere interface; back diffusion
(enriched water that diffuses back to the xylem, often in
green stems that contain stomata or lenticel); presence of
mycorrhizal fungi (Poca et al., 2019; Barbeta et al., 2020).

e) Anatomical properties and related processes such as
vein structure, phloem-xylem exchange, non-steady-state
transpiration, foliar uptake, hydraulic redistribution, plant
water storage (Brooks et al., 2002; Hafner et al., 2017;
Körner, 2019); possible differences in isotopic composition
of heartwood and sapwood (Berry et al., 2019).

f) Plant traits such as species, age, size, leaf area index, specific
leaf area, and root plasticity (Dubbert and Werner, 2019).

g) Soil evaporation, different size of soil pores, and related
complex flow pathways (mixing processes between soil water
of different layers, and between water in the unsaturated root-
zone and in the saturated zone; capillary rise) resulting in
non-monotonic water age and isotope soil profiles (Sprenger
and Allen, 2020; Von Freyberg et al., 2020).

h) Mineral-mediated fractionation in soil samples (Oerter et al.,
2014; Gaj et al., 2017). This is a natural effect although its
impact on the isotopic composition of soil water is mainly
exhibited during water extraction processes from soil samples
(see point 2a below).

(2) Artificial effects (ART in Figure 1) mainly include soil
and xylem water field sampling and extraction methods as well
as instrumental measurement uncertainty in laboratory analysis,
as follows:

a) Different methods for soil water sampling and extraction,
such as tension lysimeters and cryogenic vacuum distillation
returning different isotopic composition from the same
sample (Geris et al., 2015; Orlowski et al., 2016, 2018, 2019).

b) Different methods for plant water sampling and extraction
such as cryogenic vacuum distillation, Scholander-type
pressure chamber, and other destructive methods possibly
producing artifacts and returning different isotope values
(Thoma et al., 2018; Fischer et al., 2019; Zuecco et al., 2020),
preferentially affecting 2H rather than 18O values (Chen et al.,
2020). Moreover, these destructive methods might not be able
to sample the accessible (or mobile) water as in-situ methods
do (e.g., Oerter et al., 2019).
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic conceptual representation of the natural (NAT ) and artificial (ART ) effects that cause uncertainty (U) in isotope-based estimates of plant water

sources. NATprec refers to point (1a) listed in the text; NATproc,pl refers to points (1b–d); NATstruc,pl refers to points (1e and f); NATproc,s and NATstruc,s refer to points (1g)

and (1h), respectively; and ART refers to points (2a–c). Plant and soil structure are characterized by the structural heterogeneity of ecohydrological systems, whereas

plant and soil processes are characterized by the heterogeneity of the process. The dark gray line connecting all circles conceptually represents the links between all

effects. Note that this line connects adjacent circles for visual clarity purposes only and that existing physical and physiological links between most of the circles (e.g.,

between plant structure and soil structure, between plant processes and soil processes, and between precipitation and soil structure and processes) are omitted to

improve the figure readability. The difference in the size of the circles implies the subjectively estimated importance of individual effects on the combined uncertainty.

NATprec is depicted with the smallest circle despite the large spatial and temporal variability of its isotopic composition because current sampling designs and

technical approaches allow capturing this variability relatively well. We are well aware that accounting for all these sources of uncertainty in isotope-based estimates of

water sources used by vegetation is not possible but at least the key ones (i.e., the largest circles) should not be neglected and, if not quantified, mentioned and

considered in ecohydrological studies.

c) Instrumental precision, repeatability, memory effects of
isotope ratio mass spectrometry and laser spectroscopy
measurements of water samples, possible off-set and
deviations betweenmass spectrometry and laser spectroscopy
measurements (Penna et al., 2010, 2012; Wassenaar et al.,
2014; Wang et al., 2020), as well as contamination issues with

organic compounds in laser spectroscopy (West A. G. et al.,
2010; Martín-Gómez et al., 2015).

How Reliable are our Estimates?

The uncertainty resulting from natural and artificial effects
(Figure 1) can be large but difficult to assess. Indeed, the overall
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uncertainty in isotope-based estimated proportions of sources
for plant water use is rarely quantified. Methods that include
uncertainty propagation exist (e.g., Moore and Semmens, 2008;
Parnell et al., 2010, 2013; Rothfuss and Javaux, 2017; Bowen et al.,
2018; Benettin et al., 2021) but they often rely on assumptions
that are difficult to verify and meet (e.g., no fractionation during
root water uptake, homogeneity of soil water isotope profiles
at depth, knowledge of all water sources). Attempts to quantify
uncertainty have been carried out but addressing only a limited
part of the effects presented in Figure 1 (e.g., Evaristo et al.,
2015; Zhang et al., 2017; Beyer et al., 2018). These considerations
lead to a question: How reliable are isotope-based estimates of
the proportions of different sources contributing to root water
uptake? The answer is simple (and worrying): we, as a scientific
community, do not have a clear knowledge about the degree
of uncertainty that might affect our estimates. Very likely, this
lack of awareness is strictly related to the nature of the methods
themselves as it is extremely difficult to verify the estimated water
uptake proportions through the application of any other method,
i.e., it is impossible to measure. Ecohydrologists can often obtain
general and useful insights on which water source plants use,
but the exact proportions often remain obscure. Despite that,
such exact values have been vastly used and reported as truth in
past studies.

So, we argue here that ecohydrologists might use a
method that is physically and mathematically meaningful and
robust but that lacks experimental corroboration. The way
forward to make isotope-based estimates more reliable is not
easy, and we think that community efforts are needed to
make progress. Advancements could be made by conducting
quantitative assessments of the validity of the existing methods
through laboratory or controlled experiments (e.g., in pots, in
greenhouses, by application of labeled water).

TEMPORAL
UNDER-REPRESENTATIVENESS

Go for in situ!
Ecohydrological systems are dynamic and often not in a steady
state. Root water uptake depths may change rapidly, and a
set of destructive samples for assessing plant water use only
covers one point in time. This is a classic issue for isotope-
based ecohydrological studies, as sample collection is often
laborious and—in particular for plants—cannot be repeated as
often as desired. Repetitive sampling of one particular plant
increases the uncertainty of isotope values (heterogeneity) and
may damage the plant. Hence, longer time-series but also short-
term high-resolution soil and plant water isotope datasets are
rare (e.g., Beyer et al., 2018). After a decade of intensive
development, in situ approaches for measuring soil and plant
water isotopes in a high temporal resolution are now at a stage
where they can be applied with confidence (e.g., Oerter et al.,
2019, and see the review by Beyer et al., 2020), and we invite
the community to test and utilize these methods in the field
more often. Indeed, the potential of using in situ methods is
immense, particularly when dynamic processes are of interest.

For instance, this approach is highly valuable (i) to monitor
gradual (seasonal) environmental changes, e.g., the reaction of
plants to rain events or the transition from dry-to-wet or wet-
to-dry seasons; (ii) to observe water travel times in the soil-
plant-atmosphere system; (iii) to assess diurnal ecophysiological
patterns and/or investigate redistribution of water (e.g., hydraulic
lift). Moreover, in situ studies applied to isotopic labeling
experiments can provide a powerful combination to trace water
transport processes between soils, plants, and the atmosphere.
However, we recommend that usersmust carefully assess whether
in situ methods and setups-especially in the case of technically
sophisticated sensors-are suitable to the objective of any
given study.

HOW TO OVERCOME SPATIAL
UNDER-REPRESENTATIVENESS OF
ISOTOPE DATA?

Including Uncertainty and Going Larger
When looking at the sources of uncertainty in small scale
studies (Figure 1) it becomes evident that including all of the
listed factors will result in a rather large, and most of all,
not quantified uncertainty of any estimate. We believe that
approaches to incorporate the uncertainty in mixing model and
modeling exercises should be sought within the ecohydrological
community to obtain more robust estimates at different spatial
scales. These approaches should aim at incorporating at
least the effects that contribute most to generate uncertainty
(Figure 1) in mixing models and models for evapotranspiration
partitioning, and available methods for uncertainty propagation
should be applied more consistently. In physically-based models,
randomness-based procedures to express uncertainty through
a probabilistic interpretation (e.g., Monte-Carlo simulations)–a
state-of-art procedure in climate andmany hydrological models–
could be adopted.

At the larger scale, NAT (see Figure 1) plays an important
role and will increase the overall uncertainty of any given study.
Few isotope-based water uptake studies aiming at larger scales are
existing at present. The methods used therein can be summarized
as follows: (i) Upscaling through modeling approaches based on
individual plants and/or small scale tracer-based analysis (e.g.,
Stumpp et al., 2012; Fatichi et al., 2016; Mastrotheodoros et al.,
2019); (ii) Well-planned spatial and temporal sampling design
(e.g., defining sampling transects or sampling grids, coverage
of key species and different age groups, etc.), complementing
isotope analysis with ancillary monitoring such as soil moisture
and sap flow dynamics (as auspicated by Jackisch et al., 2020)
and upscaling via the isoscapes-approach (e.g., West et al.,
2008; Bowen, 2010; West J. B. et al., 2010; Cheesman and
Cernusak, 2016; Goldsmith et al., 2018; Allen et al., 2019);
(iii) Correlation of supplementary spatially high-resolution data
(e.g., remote sensing-derived species counts, plant heights, etc.)
and upscaling using the derived relationships (Hellmann et al.,
2016a,b; Hellmann et al., 2015).

While option (i) might seem the easiest, most feasible, and
is also the most popular, we emphasize that reliable modeling
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results require adequate input data in both space and time. At
present, such data are only available when looking at a limited
number of plant species, and using rather large simplifications
and assumptions (refer to Knighton et al., 2019b and references
therein). Most studies using isotope-enabled models are limited
to one isotope (typically 18O). Apart from that, current larger-
scale models are not capable of including different root water
uptake distributions (e.g., shallow rooters and deep rooters).
Hence, modeling efforts should not only be directed to improving
the temporal (Sprenger et al., 2019) but also the spatial
representation of NAT.

The approaches (ii) and (iii) could constitute a remedy for
upscaling but have rarely been thoroughly applied–or combined–
up to present. In order to limit sampling and laboratory efforts
for (ii), studies should be carefully designed from the beginning
with the idea of providing useful data in space and time for
upscaling (e.g., by accounting for requirements of geostatistical
upscaling measures). Recently, Juhlke et al. (2021) proposed an
innovative method to avoid extensive soil water isotope sampling
to understand water uptake patterns of one tree species along an
elevation gradient. Furthermore, methods for temporally high-
resolution measurements of water isotopes in soils and plants are
now available (see Beyer et al., 2020; Marshall et al., 2020) and can
be adapted to cover larger spatial areas as well.

Finally, new, low-cost technological devices (e.g., Arduino-
based loggers, Wickert et al., 2019) can be used to equip large
areas with sensors for ecohydrological measurements.

UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle)-based technologies iii)
allow image acquisition covering large areas with a spatial
resolution as high as on the single leaf. If equipped with suitable
cameras and carefully calibrated, valuable high-resolution, plant-
relevant information at the catchment-scale can be obtained (e.g.,
vegetation indices, leaf temperatures, see for instance Marzahn
et al., 2020). If robust correlations between different test trees
at a particular location are developed (potentially also including
water isotope values), UAV-based upscaling is a relatively simple
but powerful approach. Furthermore, UAV technologies have
evolved up to a point where even branch sampling from the
canopy of any given tree is feasible (Charron et al., 2020).
This would tremendously support the design of water isotope
studies, as the user could literally “select” trees to be sampled
for isotope analysis (e.g., all trees of a certain species, height,
along an elevation gradient). Allen et al. (2019) used a helicopter
to sample tree tissues from forests in Switzerland, but this
method is not accessible nor affordable for many; in contrast,
UAV-based sampling will be, soon. Indeed, several research
groups are currently working on collecting water vapor samples
using UAV for isotope analysis. While this technology is under
development, it might open up a new avenue, especially for
spatially distinct partitioning of evapotranspiration fluxes or
Keeling-plot based approaches.

A fourth way (iv) is the possibility to use catchment-integrated
signals that allow evaluating the impact of certain variables
on large scales directly. In hydrological studies, for instance,
streamflow is a meaningful catchment-integrated measure. In
ecohydrological studies, the most common approach has been
the separation of evapotranspiration into its components.

However, model sensitivity analysis to determine sources of
root uptake in catchment process-oriented modeling studies
is still underexploited. Few attempts in this direction revealed
sensitivity of streamflow calibration to root water uptake and of
stream water isotopic composition to mixing in the vadose zone
(Kuppel et al., 2018; Knighton et al., 2019a,b), although in other
cases partitioning of evapotranspiration fluxes did not impact the
simulated stream water isotopic signal (Knighton et al., 2017).
Inverse ecohydrological modeling methods (e.g., Knighton et al.,
2019a) and, more generally, methods based on long-term data
series and incorporated water mixing and isotopic composition
simulations might allow bridging the gap between plot- and
catchment-scale water fluxes without the necessity of extensive
soil and plant water sampling.

An alternative approach that was recently introduced and that
allows working at different spatial scales is the use of StorAge
Selection functions (SAS, Rinaldo et al., 2015; Rodriguez and
Klaus, 2019) based on tracers (such as isotopes of oxygen and
hydrogen or cloride) to estimate the “age” of water taken up by
roots at the plot (Evaristo et al., 2019; Knighton et al., 2019a;
Smith et al., 2020) and catchment scale (Wilusz et al., 2017). SAS
functions circumvent many of the drawbacks of mixing models
and process-based modeling because an a priori definition of
distinct end-members is not necessary, and only a reasonable
representation of the control volume from which fluxes draw is
needed. However, they introduce new issues such as the need
to provide a shape of the age-selection function, which is often
theoretically parametrized, and the availability of long-term time
series of data inputs characterized by a high temporal resolution.

In the end, in order to make ecohydrological studies
relevant in decision-making processes, we advocate including
and combiningmethods that allow evaluation of vegetation water
use at larger scales.

Upscaling Issues: Not Only Trees!
Bridging the gap between small- and catchment- or forest-
scale water fluxes also requires the incorporation of understory
plant species. Vegetation does not only mean trees. Shrubs and
grassland are important components of the vegetation structure
in different ecosystems (e.g., savannah, high-elevation or high-
latitude prairies). In semi-arid Namibia, for instance, Beyer
et al. (2016, 2018) found that small shrubs developed roots
deeper than four meters and were capable of surviving extended
droughts without reducing transpiration. Similarly critical is
understanding water sources for crops, important components of
agroecosystems and essential for food production and irrigation
management (Penna et al., 2020), and for plant species in
urban and managed settings (e.g., Oerter and Bowen, 2017).
Ecohydrologists have very limited knowledge on water sources
exploited by the non woody-species in vegetated ecosystems and
of their associated variability (but see Kulmatiski et al., 2010;
Holdo et al., 2013; Warren et al., 2015). Particularly, we advocate
that it is not correct to neglect their role in studies that upscale
results from the single tree-scale or the forest plot-scale because,
very likely, increasing the spatial scale includes also non-woody
species, shrubs, and grass.
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Concluding Remarks
Heterogeneity in soil and plant structures and processes
dominate ecohydrological systems. Ecohydrologists must live
with this heterogeneity, accept its associated uncertainty, and be
aware that it can hamper their efforts to simplify, categorize,
and better understand physical and physiological processes
related to the transfer and storage of water in vegetated
ecosystems. On the one hand, we, as a community, should
be realistic and cautious in building complex conceptual
models that rely on uncertain results. This can only be
done by communicating uncertainty. On the other hand,
the ecohydrological community has to look for verification
approaches that can show the potentials and limitations of
small-scale or laboratory methods, and that can quantify the
associated uncertainty in the estimated water sources. At the
same time, the scientific community needs more comprehensive
studies across different climates and vegetation types that can
mitigate the spatio-temporal under-representation of isotope
data in ecohydrological compartments in order to improve the
understanding on water movements and availability through
ecosystems. Particular attention should be directed toward
defining sampling and measurement protocols that allow
subsequent upscaling. Ecohydrologists need to improve methods
in 1-D space for providing reliable estimates of water uptake by
plants, and need to move into 2-D and 3-D space to avoid the
risk of making gross mistakes when describing ecohydrological
processes at the entire forest-scale based on detailed studies of a
few trees only. At the same time, the ecohydrological community
urgently needs to find ways to incorporate uncertainty in
both small-scale (i.e., the tree-, stand-, plot-, hillslope-scale)
mixing models and models for upscaling in order to be able
to provide meaningful statements for larger areas (forests,
catchments, ecosystems).

We are aware that herein we raise several questions but
provide few answers. However, our aim was to “put the finger
on the weak spot” and provide impulses. The lack of answers
and easy solutions indicates that there are still knowledge gaps
at different levels of complexity in isotope-based ecohydrological
studies. These gaps create new opportunities and open the way
to new research lines to be explored, and that require community
efforts and interdisciplinarity approaches as key elements. Taking
this road will not make the world less heterogeneous but, at least,
it will make it a bit more understandable.
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